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Q1. (a) state the necessary and sufficient condition for the ordinary dif-
ferential equation (ODE) 1

tuI(*,y) a, i w1r,a) da *0, t
to be eract t10 lVlarks]

Find the general solution of the ODE

ny2 sinhr * A2coshr + (es + 2:ry coshd* : O.
a'x

(b) solve the nonlinear first-or.der Bernouill,s equation 
[50 Marks]

dv 2ti
ar+{'a-dlr:o'

[40 Marks]



Q2. Let D: dldr be a differential operator. Obtain the general solution
of the following ODEs:

(1) (D' + 2D + 4a : et s\n}r;
(ii) (r3 - 5D2 - D + 5)a : L}r - 63e*2" *29sin2r.

lI-00 Marksl

Q3. (i) Find the general solution of the Cauchy-Euler differential equation

(r'D' -ZrD +2)u: 12 * 1 for r > 0.

[50 Marks]
(a) Define what is meant by orthogonal trajectori,es of curves.

[10 Marks]
Find the orthogonal trajectories of the family of curves

r:a(L*sind)

in polar coordinates, where o is a constant. [40 Marks]

; :&
Q4. (a) Define what is meant by the point, n: n0, being

(i) an ordinary;
(ii) a si,ngular;

(iii) a regular s'ingular

point of the DE i,{

a"+p(r)a'*q(r)y:0, . *{
1

*dr" the prime denotes difierentiation with respect to r, and
p(r) and q(z) are rational functions.

lso Marksl

(b) (i) Find the regular singular point(s) of the ODE

4ry" +2yt+g:9. (1)

(ii) Use the method of Frobenius to find the generai solution of
the equatio" (1). n

[70 Marks]

(<',,,\.-



Q5. (q) Solve the following system of DEs:

,., r2dr a2da dz
\-/ " 13 zt?)" z

tr;r dr 
- 

dz
\"/ tr2 -l- Ar_Az _*_A2+rz- (r_A)z'

130 Marksl
(b) Write down the condition of integrability of the total differential

equation

P(*,y, z) dx * Q(*,A, z) dy + R(r,A, z) dz :0.

[s Marks]
Hence solve the following equatiort

(a' + z' +2ry *2r z) dr + (n2 + z2 +zry +2y z) dy * (r2 + y2 +2 n z *2y z) d, z : 0.

[15 Marks]
(c) Find the equation of the integral surface satisfying the linear par-

tial differential equation (PDE)

0z 0z
4vz 

ar * ,, *2a :0,,

and passing through the curve, a2 + 22 4L, r * z :2.
130 Marksl

(d) Apply Charpit's method or otherwise to find the cgmplete and the
singular solution of the nonlinear first-order pDEiF

r P(1-q')-q(1*r)Lo. 'i
Here,p:$ura s:y.or oa

[20 Marks]

Q6. Expand, f (*): tr2, A < n <2tr,in a Fourier series if

(a) the period is 2r;

(b) the period is not specified' 

t100 Marks]
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